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Saints Row: Gat out of Hell takes place in the city of Los Santos, and the game provides a lot of freetime to explore. New
and revised features include a sprawling open world environment with around 60 square kilometers to explore, Grand

Theft Auto Online-style multiplayer with up to 32 players, and the ability to explore the city in all of the Saints Row: Gat
Out of Hell bonus vehicles. The fully featured vehicle creator tool lets players build and customize vehicles from scratch.

Riding the best that the PlayStation and Xbox have to offer Saints Row: Gat Out of Hell will bring the full PlayStation
4/Xbox One graphical power to the series; players will be able to enjoy all-new characters, enemies, power-ups,

weapons, and vehicles. With a thousand new weapons, and a cool-as-hell pack of detailed 4K textures (and more to
come in the future), the remastered Gat Out of Hell promises the most detailed, most amazing looking Saints Row game
yet. From The Drone to the Dart Gun, from the Road Bike to the Trike,from the Flying Tings to The Dart muh'fuckers, and

everything in between, this game is going to be wild. This video shows a sneak peek of the Six Gun, a death-dealing
sniper that lets players take down enemies from the shadows and even let the bullets go where they please, and the

Bonesteel Gun, a shotgun that fires live rounds of chili. There are a bunch of other surprises in store for Gat Out of Hell
and Saints Row: Gat Out Of Hell offers a new chapter in the Saints Row franchise which brings the signature brand of

humor, outrageous open world antics, and super deformed caricatures and characters to the next generation of
consoles.
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The Drone to the Dart Gun, from the Road Bike to the Trike,from the Flying Tings to The
Dart muh'fuckers, and everything in between, this game is going to be wild. This video
shows a sneak peek of the Six Gun, a death-dealing sniper that lets players take down

enemies from the shadows and even let the bullets go where they please, and the
Bonesteel Gun, a shotgun that fires live rounds of chili. There are a bunch of other
surprises in store for Gat Out of Hell and Saints Row: Gat Out Of Hell offers a new
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